
W53070 Full-Motion TV WallW53070 Full-Motion TV Wall
Mount (black)Mount (black)

Article number (SKU) 8453070
Colour Black

Key benefitsKey benefits

Simply Smart Value: Great comfort for an affordable price
Tilt (up to 20°) to avoid reflections
Smoothly turn your TV up to 180°
Guide your cables
Easily level your TV even after installation
Smoothly turn your TV
Tilt to avoid reflections

For TVs up to 55 inch (140 cm)For TVs up to 55 inch (140 cm)

The WALL 2245 TV wall mount is suitable for 32 to 55 inch (81 to
140 cm) TVs. This sturdy mount supports up to 20 kg (44 lbs).

Flexible viewing from anywhere in the roomFlexible viewing from anywhere in the room

Now you can enjoy watching TV from different places with the
WALL 2245 full-motion mount from Vogel's. The perfect view
from the dining area and from the nearby living room. A great
way to see your favourite TV show from a variety of places.

The WALL series: simply smart valueThe WALL series: simply smart value

When you want a quality build and clean finish that's easy on
your budget, the Vogel's WALL series is your best choice.
Constructed with heavy-gauge steel and robust aluminium,
these brackets are intuitively engineered to stand up to many
years of intensive use. Simply smart value.

Want more flexibility in positioning your Sonos speakers?Want more flexibility in positioning your Sonos speakers?

Integrate your Sonos speakers seamlessly into your interior
design with Vogel's speaker mounts and stands.
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SpecificationsSpecifications
Product specificationsProduct specifications
Product type number W53070
Article number (SKU) 8453070
Colour Black
EAN single box 8712285326882
Product size M
TÜV certified Yes
Tilt Tilt up to 20°
Turn Up to 180°
Guarantee Lifetime
Min. screen size (inch) 32
Max. screen size (inch) 55
Max. weight load (kg) 20
Min. hole pattern 100mm x 100mm
Max. hole pattern 400mm x 400mm
Max. bolt size M8
Max. height of interface (mm) 422
Max. width of interface (mm) 402

FeaturesFeatures
Functionality Turn
Number of arms 2
Number of pivot points 3

Technical specifications andTechnical specifications and
dimensionsdimensions
Min. distance to the wall (mm) 55
Max. distance to the wall (mm) 540
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